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For more information on these products, 
visit their websites at: 

www.mtibaths.com 
www.ruvati.com 

www.icerausa.com

New Bath and  
Kitchen Products  

Offer Design Solutions
By Linda Jennings

Kitchen and bath remodeling has never been easier, thanks to 
clever innovations in shower bases, farm sinks and bath vanities. 
These products offer great design solutions, making even the most 
challenging remodeling project a snap!

Simple Shower Solution 
MTI Baths makes bathroom remodeling a lot easier with its clever 
new MTSB-6036SOHD shower base. At first glance, it appears 
to be a standard model drain – until the cover is removed to 
reveal an offset drain. This allows the base to replace an original 
narrower base or tub without the hassle of repositioning the drain 
plumbing – saving time and effort. 

Measuring 60 x 36 inches, the base is crafted from exceedingly 
durable Lucite®, a cross-linked cast acrylic made in the USA. 
This design is quickly becoming popular with metropolitan 
remodeling and building professionals.  

Spice It Up 
Metallic tones are one of today’s hottest design trends, and the unique 
colors offered by Ruvati’s new Terraza Collection of modern 
farmhouse kitchen sinks are exactly on point. Choose from Brass 
Tone Matte Gold finish, a stunning Copper Tone Matte Bronze or a 
sophisticated Matte Black Gunmetal. Using a nano-PVD finish, the 
16-gauge T-304 grade stainless-steel sink is overlaid with a colored 
finish that is amazingly durable and stain resistant.  

Available in 30-, 33- and 36-inch sizes, the Terraza Collection 
allows homeowners to coordinate their sink color with their 
fixtures, cabinetry hardware or colored stainless-steel appliances 
for a truly cohesive look.  

Metal Muse 
ICERA brings a cool contemporary vibe to the bathroom with its 
Muse vanity. The freestanding vanity is the latest addition to the 
company’s popular Muse Collection, with basin, bidet and toilet 
all available for a cohesive bathroom. 

The practical Muse offers three generous drawers, including a 
tilt-out top drawer to maximize usable storage space and keep 
small items easily accessible. The vanity is available in traditional 
finishes from walnut brown and matte white to bolder options 
like ocean grey, blue and black. Trendy metal feet coordinate 
with the decorative trim and elevate the vanity for a feeling of 
spaciousness, even in compact bathrooms.




